One of the key parts of rabbit care is keeping them in a lovely clean space and it's actually a very important way to monitor the health of your pet. Because rabbits are a prey animal, they hide illness and injury very well. Often the first sign of sickness is a change in eating habits or in urine and poop output. If you're spot cleaning your rabbit's living space and litter box every day, it will be easier to notice colour changes in wee or any change in poop quality or quantity. If your bunny isn't interested in food or their poop or wee changes, contact your vet immediately to rule out any serious health issues.

RABBIT POOP 101!

Each day you will want to tidy up your rabbit's cage or pen. If your bun is properly litter trained, this will be especially easy. If your rabbits are neat and tidy, you may be able to do some of these chores every other day.

- Spray and wipe up any urine accidents outside the litter box (must do daily).
- Replace and clean any towels, blankets, or other cloth items that are soiled.
- Sweep up stray poops, hay, pellets, and any veggies or fruit leftover from the previous day (2 x daily).
- Remove wet litter from the litter tray and replace.
- Empty and refill pellet bowl.
- Empty, rinse, and refill water bottle or crock (2 x daily).

Once a week you should give your rabbit's cage and litter box a deep clean. These tasks will help your rabbit's cage stay neat and tidy.

- Sweep up stray poops, food, and hay.
- Empty the litter box and wipe down with cleaning spray. If needed, soak with vinegar to remove built-up urine.
- Remove all cage accessories like crocks, water bottles, and toys. Food dishes and water bottles can be run through the dishwasher or soaked in vinegar and water. Toys and other accessories can be spot cleaned.
- Replace destroyed toys.
- Spray down the floor and levels of the cage and wipe down.

Optional: If you can disassemble your cage and take it outside, you may want to rinse it down with a hose or soak it in a bathtub.

WARNING: Bunny needs more fibre!

Bunnies eat most of these for the probiotic benefits.
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